STEVENSON KENPO KARATE
Mililani’s A-I Martial Arts School
DYNAMIC STREET S.M.A.RIIT SEL-DEFENSE

HARDCORE
No-Frills, Street Combat
Self-Defense System
Allows You To Become
Highly Capable In
Just Months!

For Men & Women
(Starting at 18 years-old)

Read How This Program Is Like No Other And Why Law Enforceñient,
Security Personnel, Military, Martial Artists Or Anyone Who Would
Like to Take Their Self-Defense Training To The Next Level
-

The Founder
Chuck Stevenson served 20 years of
active duty in the U.S. Army and
retired in Hawaii as an Army officer
service. He
distinguished
with
of
rank
currently holds the
Grand Master in the Kajukenbo
founded
System
Self Defense
by Sijo Adriano D. Emperado.
With over 40 years of training and
teaching experience in the military
and martial arts, Chuck founded a
hinhlv effective street combat system
known as Dvnamc Street S.M.A.RT.
Self-Defense System. He soon realized
that additional training was needed to

spinning kicks or cool blocking
After years
moves. There’s not time

-

prevent him from being seriously
injured or killed. On the street parts of
traditional martial arts could fail you,
because you don’t have time for fancy

of studying different styles and
developing techniques that are
simple, practical and highly effective
street combat techniques, he has
created a system based on martial arts
and military tactics as used by elite
forces. This system is more than
It is a realitysimply a martial art.
based Street combat system where
everything is focused on your survival.
The system pays no attention to kata,
traditional weapons, competition or
friendly sparring. This is street survival
as you’ve never seen it.

The System
This state-of-the-art self-defense
system is tar from being an ordinary

Martial Art, it is the wave of the future in
hand to hand combat and street
It incorporates both
fighting.
unarmed and armed fighting
methods. The word S.M.A.R.T. in this
highly effective street combat system
stands for Self-Preservation Martial
Arts Reactionary Tactics. Unlike many
traditional martial arts systems that
are technique-oriented, it is a
principle-oriented system, which
trains you to react to the current
situation and adapt as things change.

It’s an ideal system to enhance and
jump-start your self-defense fighting
and survival skills for trained martial
artists, military, law enforcement and
security personnel, or anyone who
would like to immediately enhance
their self-defense skills for real life
confrontations.

The Structure
The program teaches you how to use
easy to learn, devastatingly, simple,
and effective hand-to-hand fighting
skills that will end any fight with skilled

effective tactics against most attackers
allowing you to learn quickly. You don’t
need tremendous strength or ability to

/
opponents in seconds, including
ground grapplers, attackers armed
with clubs, knives, guns, or multiple
attackers.
These pragmatic and
practical skills will help you restrain,
incapacitate your opponent fast. The
system uses simple, practical, and

victim to being the aggressor to defend
and preserve self and loved ones.

It doesn’t make a difference if you’re in the
worst physical shape of your life, or if
you’ve never hit another person before, or
even coordinated.
This selfdefense
system can turn anyone into a potent
hand-to-hand fighter.
These effective
fighting skills are easy to learn, easy to
remember, and best of all, easy to use
when needed. Just seeing this system in
action will change your life forever, and
prepare you for the worst. Don’t be one
who said, “I neverthought it would happen
to me.”

get capable to defend yourself.
You will learn how to incapacitate an
attacker with one simple move anyone
can do. You will learn how to quickly stop
an attacker with your bare hands. You will
learn how to get into a proper position
regardless of how the attack started.
Most of all, you will learn the proper mind
set that permits you to switch from being a

RECREATION CENTER #3, MILILANI (Tuesday & Thursday)

Co-ed Adult Street S.M.A.R.T. Self-Defense Class 7:30

—

8:30 p.m.

Or visit www.facebook.com/StevensonKenpoKarate
Program offers: choice of no contract; Brazilian jiu-jitsu ground grappling; three mouth introductory
program; 50% off tuition for family members.

For More Information, Call 6236399

Chuck Stevenson
Grand Master

